
Masters Commission Meeting 
Minutes  
11 December 2017 
 

    
1.  Present: Alan Nicoll, Chris Grummitt, Rob Prescott, Phil Titterton, Susan Linacre, Karen Clay, Matt Treglown (first 

20 minutes), Alice Evans 
 

  Apologies: Nikki McAllen, Murray Stewart, Andrew Streeter, Mark Mussared. 
 
2. Minutes of Last Meeting were accepted as correct.  
 
3. National Events Strategy / 4-yearly rotation of AMRC at SIRC – see below (Alice Evans / Matt Treglown)  

a) Matt Treglown detailed the process that the National Event Strategy Working Group has considered to 
find the most appropriate hosting model being a hybrid between a rotation and a multi-year contract.  
Benefits of community and participation in having the rotation, but also providing opportunity for 
investment and enhancement of courses around the country. 
b) Survey was completed in 2015 and again in 2016 of the rowing community, including masters rowers. 
c) Next steps involve going out to states and organisations. The event priorities will be a key factor in this.  
Most important for masters are priorities such as participation and community. 
d) State Associations will be closely engaged in the process, but will also engage state Governments and 
event agencies  
e) Tender / documentation will be distributed in the first half of 2018. Therefore the 2020 event will be 
decided post that information.  Timing will be key in allowing sufficient time to produce the event for the 
chosen host. 

 
4. IRS / Order of Events   

a) Final draft for approval by RAMC and recommendation to RA for adoption (Chris Grummitt) 
1. Chris will distribute updated IRS tomorrow 

b) Separation of 4-/4+ “H” to “K” events (Phil Titterton) 
1. These events will need to go to separate sessions to allow double up between coxed and coxless. 
2. Splitting in sessions will dis-enable the combined events which may cause row-overs in events 

with small entries. 
3. Separate “H”,”I”, “J” and “K” events for men but not women 

 a) Discussion around why we would do this for men and not for women.  
 b) Mainly because the “I” and “J” men have only experienced sweep rowers. 

c) Argument around less experienced should row coxed and more experienced row 
coxless.  If we separate these essentially the same crew would win both events. 
d) Consider only separating J only for men. 
e) Women in the older age categories tend to have greater experience in both scull and 
sweep. 

  c) Champion of Champions event 
1. Champion of Champions no real solution has been found. 
2. Option to run on Sunday am would cause clashes for some women’s events. 
3. If at the end of Sunday – is there a way we could run it as a grand finale. A prize such as a cup or 

similar may help to create more interest around it. 
4. Possibly having it last in Tasmania when rowers can’t get out on flights on Sunday night might 

work for 2018.  



 
e) All events will be extended out to “L” 

 
 
                                  

5. 2018 AMRC Tasmania (Rob Prescott, Andrew Streeter) 
a) Site Visit was a few weeks ago which was successful. 
b) Chris flagged medal presentation issues, RTAs has this in hand and is progressing discussions 

at the venue 
c) Some rumours that the ships for trailers are full – there are still spaces on boats now. 

a. MC to encourage their constituents to book trailers onto a boat asap. 
d) Bulletin 1 draft is with Alice for review. 
e) Great progress for the event preparations so far. 

6. John Whiting Trophy (Mark Mussared) 
a. All happy with wording as per Marks email. 
b. Most likely to use SA  trophy for 2018 

 
7. Alternative Events (Nikki McAllen, Alan Nicoll) 
 
8. Other Business 
 a) Meeting Dates for 2018. 
  1. Next Meeting 15th January. 
  2. Alan will send remaining dates shortly 
 
b) Summary of Business 2017 – Alan will circulate to Commission before it is published online. 
 
9. Merry Christmas!! 
 
                                
 
NOTE REGARDING HOSTING OF THE AMRC 
The council met in late October and below is an extract from the minutes from the meeting in reference to the 
hosting to the AMRC. 
  
Following the presentation of the assessment for the Australian Masters Rowing Championships, it was agreed that 
RA should further investigate a hybrid hosting model for that event which enhanced the existing rotation model. The 
preferred hybrid model which would be further explored was a model which may feature securing a contract to host 
the event in a particular location periodically, thereby delivering commercial/financial benefits to the sport, and 
securing facility investment/improvement in that location, and allocating the event to other locations across the 
country on a rotational basis in the ‘off years’. In pursuing this approach, it was agreed that the next steps were to: 

 Develop the minimum  
o Next meeting the 15th criteria and event expectation (based on event manuals) to form the assessment 

criteria 
o            Work with State Associations to explore options that might be available for the hybrid model 
o            Develop detailed mitigation strategies to address the identified disadvantages of the multi-year model 
o            To develop an operational event delivery model to support the hosting model 
  



In summary, the concept to have the regatta hosted at the same location every second year or more regularly 
returning (could be every third or fourth year) to the same venue is the preferred option. 
a) This could give SIRC/Rowing NSW the opportunity to bid to host the event every second year, or similar (and it 
would rotate around the states for the "other years"). 
b) It also gives other states the opportunity of the same option - this option would be based on a state organising 
contributing significant funding to improve another course.   
  
Both options would be seen as returning positively to the sport as a multi-year contract for an event is more 
attractive to event companies/state governments.  This may provide funding to significantly improve courses and 
facilities around the country. 
  
Both SIRR and the AMRC are the pinnacle events of the sport in Australia and the wish for each state to have the 
opportunity to host them at home is strong as it can return significant value to the local rowing communities and 
venues. 
  
Matt Treglown (RA COO (copied here), is happy to dial into the beginning of Monday's meeting to discuss this as he 
was at the council meeting and has a good understanding of where the states are in this discussion and process) 
 


